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rcspond�mt thinks that color music might be produced by the music, a note and its octave may easily be confounded by an for the same purpose and by the same means is proposed in 
arrangement of colored lights, and that such an addition unpractised ear. the patent of Washburne, July 4, 1865. 
would prove valuable in the presentation of operas, or even Mr. John Ruskin, in his" Modern Painters," dwells with A recent patent (E. Stockwell, March 2, 1876), shows a 
in connection with church music. great elaboration on the principle of gradation in color .. He safe with a "time lock," in which the clock work is wound 

The analogy that really exists between sound and color is, tells us that Nature never uses a color without grading it; up by the opening and closing of the door of the safe, and 
that both are the products of vibrations which the brain, in that is, never employs fiat tints. And he further claims that the apparatus is provided with a device to prevent over
accordance with their velocity, translates into one or the Turner, whom he considers only inferior to Nature, prob- winding, no matter how many times the door may be opened 
other impression. Viewing the physical characteristics, we ably because of his fallible humanity, never painted a square after the spring is properly wound. This is something on 
may proceed a step further, and admit that there exist inch of canvas without grading his tint. If we accept this, the same principle as a French invention we saw some years 
harmonies and discords between colors, as between we are led, according to the theory of musical analogy, to a since, in which the opening of the door of a wardrobe or 
sounds ; and that in this respect a finely painted picture may ludicrous conclusion. Gradation in color must be analogous bookcase wound up the spring of a clock connected with it, 
be as gratifying as a finely written musical composition. to the portamento in music. The semitone interval of the and of the watch which is wound up by the opening of the 
Still further, we may concede that there is such a thing as chromatic scale is but very sparingly employed in music, be- case to see the time. 
sound painting; but here the analogy grows weak, for a cause it really produces the howl of some wild animal. Almost every one has heard of the wonders of the great 
trained perception is needed to interpret the meaning of Therefore, it would follow that if our correspondent had clock at Strasburg, its automaton figures, etc; but few know 
sounds which express ideas. Still, it is, and always has been, Turner's" Slave Ship" placed before him, and were told to that it has a sphere showing the precession of the equinoxes. 
a motIve of composers to make music present pictures or reverse his theory, and translate color into sound, his instru- This sphere turns once in 25,920 years I at least, we were 
thoughts to the mind's eye, as clearly as a painting conveys ment or chorus would begin a series of hideous howls and informed so, but could not then spare the time required to 
ideas to the physical senses. But the composer's motive whines. A tiled mosaic pavement, consequently, being des- wait and verify the statement. 
merely offers the bare idea which the hearer clothes to suit titute of gradation, would be the highest possible translation .. j • , .. 

himself; and in no instance can it be urged that any musical of a musical composition into a composition of colors. THE RESIGNATION OF THE COllDlISSIONER OF PATENTS. 
writer ever wrote a note to express the sensation of blue or .. I • , .. Judge R. H. Duell has resigned the Commissionership of 
green; although, to listen to early pastoral music is to have MORE REMARKABLE CLOCXS. Patents, his resignation taking effect on January 1. He 
�he idea of blue sky and green fields brought uppermost in IN a recent number, we referred to a clock without any leaves the position through motives similar to those which 
one's mind. apparent works, nothing being visible but a transparent dial have influenced many of his predecessors, namely, to engage 

There are, however, the clearest scientific objections to and a'pa� of hands. Such clocks are, we are informed, no in the private practice of patent law, having completed ar
the many repeated attempts to demonstrate the analogy great novelties, as�everal of these "mysterious clocks" have i rangements, it is said, whereby he connects himself with a law 
which our correspondent suggests. The deepest musical been invented, and two were patented in this country pre- firm of this city. Judge Duell's administration has been 
tone perceptible to the ear is caused by about 30 single vibra- vious to that of M. Robert. An informant saw one in Bir- marked by much ability; and in the last annual report of the 
tioDS per second, the highest by about 24,000. Beyond the mingham in 1856, and he remembers reading in the SCIENTIFIC Secretary of the Interior it is stated that, during the year 
latter limit there is silence, or a sensation of pain to the ear. AMERICAN of a similar clock being on exhibition in San which he has been in charge, the income of the Patent 
In music, the range is from 32 to about 4,000 vibrations, or Francisco several years ago. Office has been greater and the expenses less than in any 
about seven octaves. Comparing these figures with those One of the clocks above referred to (that of C. Schwippl, of previous year in the history of the office. 
indicating the vibrations of the color sensation, we shall at this city, patented June 21, 1864), differs from M. Robert's Although Judge Duell explicitly states t11$t he has had his, 
once perceive the gissimilarity. Thus, the extreme red of clock in having the works in boxes in the centre of the hands. present course in contemplation for several months, his re
the spectrum shows 407 trillions, and the extreme violet 793 but the patent of C. King, June 16, 1868, shows a clock with signation will be by many regarded as Untimely, in view of 
trillions. Now, the upper octave of a given note has just the movement concealed in the counterpoise' on the end of the irregularities recently discovered among his subordinates. 
double the number of vibrations; and, therefore, our sensa- the hand, like that of M. Robert. In some cases, false names appeared on the pay. rolls, which 
tions of color do not correspond to a si�le octave, else the Another style of clock without apparent works was ex- were explained to be those of draughtswo:men who objected 
extreme violet would show 814 instead of 793 trillions. We hibited in a Broadway store some fifteen years ago. It con- to being known as Government employees; and in others, 
Gan, of course, see lIght showing 814 trillions of vibrations, sisted of a heavy ornamental base on which stood a transpar- drawings given out to be made as piece work were sublet by 
but the color sensation is exceedingly weak and indefinable. ent glass column, having a metallic cap on which rested a those to whom they were entrusted to other parties. This was 

Again, if several notes are sounded simultaneously, we do light round frame surrounding a transparent glass dial of irregular; but, it it stated, in no case did it involve loss to 
not hear a sound of mediu� pitch, but a chord, which is not about five inches in diameter, having the usual figures on it, the government. The objectionable practices appear tohave 
easily mistaken for a simple sound. A practised ear can but only one hand, so that it could only point out the hours, been promptly checked by an order from the Commissioner, 
easily analyze this consonance into its components; and a or such fractions thereof as could be indicated in the space 

I 
oh his attention being publicly called to them. 

skilled mll3ician can readily follow any instrumcnt or voice between two figures. i Among the names of persons suggested for the Commis· 
even in a full orchestra or chorns. A nOIse, instead of a The works in this clock were probably concealed in the sionership, are those of Congressman Hoskins, of New 
musical sound, is only heard when the vibrations take place base, and the connection made with the hand by means of a York, Mr. W. H. Doolittle, . .and Mr. R. L. B. Clark, Chair
without any regularity, or when a number of sounds burst glass rod or tube passing through the centre of the glass col- man of the Appeal Board of the Patent O�ce. It is highly 
upon the ear simultaneously and without any regard to law. umn, which rod or tube moved a glass plate at the back of i*portant that the perllon 'selepted for this very responsible 
But when several colors act on the retina, we see no element- the dial; which, being of the same shape and size as the dial, position shall possess considerable .Jegal knowledge, and be 
ary color, but a hue composed of several simple colors, and the edges of both being concealed by the frame before well informed on matters pertaining to thepresent state of the 
while several musical tones sounded simultaneously do not mentioned, could not be distinguished from the dial plate, arts and of inventions, and also well versed in the practical 
blend, but remain perfectly distinct to the ear. No eye is and was supposed to be part of it by the ordinary observer. workings of the Patellt Q1fi�eitself. These requirements, 
capab�e of recognizing the elements which compose such a This plate had the hand firmly attached to it, so as to travel We think, would all be fuifilled by Mr. Clark, whom we have 
mixed color. The artist may know that such and such colors with it, and it probably had a metallic ring around it having no doubt would make an excellent Commissioner. He is an 
produce another hue; but he cannot see the components in teeth gearing with a small pinion on the end of the glass rod old and experienced employee of the Pat�nt Office, where 
the mixture. The most practised colorist the world ever saw or tube before referred to, as there was sufficient room in th� he has attained high rank. 
would be utterly incapable of deciding whether a gray upon frame of the dial and the cap of the column to conceal both Since the above was in type, wc learn that our old friend 
a rotating disk were mixed from white and black, from yel- teeth and pinion. and former associate on the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Salem H. 
low and blue, or from purple and green. If there existed a As there appeared to be no connection between the base Wales, Esq., is strongly advocated for the Commissionership. 
complete analogy between the two classes of sensation, every and cap supporting the 'frame of the dial, excepting the plain For more than one. year Mr. Wales'occupied the position of 
mass of sound would resolve itself into a confused noise, and transparent glass column, and nothing but the figures and a President of the Department of Parks, and subsequently and 
all polyphonous music would be impossible. small, ordinary hand on the equally transparent dial, this was now for over three years has been the official head of the 

There is still another difference (which Professor Von truly a "mysterious clock" to most people, but the above Department of Docks of this city. In discharging the diffi
Bezcld, whose reasoning we are following, in his admirable is probably the explanation of the mystery. cult duties of both of these highly responsible positions, he 
work on the" Theory of Color," points out). A tone will be A third style of mysterious clock was exhibited in Cort- has exhibited rare executive ability. In both he has been 
perceived as such when only a few of its component vibra- landt street, in this city, a short time since. This consisted called upon to direct engineering work of magnitude, to gov
tions are executed; but if the number of vibrations which of what appeared to be an ordinary French clock contained ern the expenditure of large sums, to interpret laws, many 
reach the ear is too small, a confused impression is the in a base, supporting a bronze figure with an outstretched intricate and perplexing, yet involving interests, both public 
result. Rapid passages on the bass notes of a pianoforte arm, from which hung the pendulum There appeared to be and private, of the highest importance. Through his ex
degenerate to a mere rumble; while there is a crystalline no connection whatever between the pendulum and the tended experience in these varied and onerous requirements, 
sharpness to quick runs on the high notes. In one case, as works, and the question: How is the pendulum kept in he has acquired a breadth and class of knowledge which ren
each note is struck, but a very few vibrations enter the ear; motion? was a puzzle that baffled some of the best mechan- der him exceptionally well fitted for filling the Commission
in the other, the vibrations are received by hundreds. With icians and horologists in the city. Many different theories ership in a manner .. acceptable to inventor.s and to the 
colors the case is different. The impression of a succession were advanced to account for the continued movement, country at large. 
of colors can only be produced when the number of vibra- such as the application of a blast of air acting on the -----_ ..... 'H .... ' ..... _-----

tions entering the eye from each color exceeds five trillions, ball, electricity, magnetism, etc., all of which were denied Osmose Plan Cor BUsters. 
and even then it will be quite imperfect, and little more than by the exhibitor; but the real explanation was probably as The removal of infilteration of the skin is easily accom-
a glitter. If we paint a color top half of one color and nalf follows: The figure itself, instead of being stationary on plished, according to Y. Ungerer, by osmose. He had occa
of another, the two sensations, rapidly produced alternately, the base, as it appeared to be, was fixed on the top of a verti- sion to prove this lately in having to treat an extensive scald 
are analogous to those of the trill in music. But if such a cal shaft, concealed in the base and connected with the move- on the hand, which resulted in a large and exceedingly pain
trill were executed so that each sound should execute the ment in such a manner as to give the figure a turning motion ful swelling without wounds. Cold water treatment for 12 
number of vibrations corresponding to the number of vibra- sufficient to swing the pendulum, but so small as to be im- hours did' not relieve :the, swelling in the least, and thc pain 
tions of light, which must enter the eye to produce the effect perceptible to an ordinary observer. was almost unboa!\rable when the hand was relllDved from the 
of alternating colors, the sounds would have to succeed each Among other curious clocks we may mention that patented water �>nly a few· ·seconds. He, therefore made a diffusion 
other in periods measuring at least years. by T. A. Davis, January 15, 1846, which had neither weight experililent, dipping the hand in a satucated salt solution, and 

Returning to the numbers of vibrations corresponding to nor springs to drive it. Instead of using the cord to hang a the success was surprising. Though the salt solution had 
each color, and constructing with them a scale in accordance wcight on in the usual manner, the clock was suspended b}'- not th� temperature of the ice water, the pain diminished 
with the spectrum, we shall find the same to be very differ- it and the weight of the clock itself became the driving almost immediately, and in 4 hours blister and pain were both 
ent for the musical scale. In such a scale we cannot illus- power. entirely gone. The hand next day differed from the other 
trate the intervals which are almost involuntarily indicated A patent was granted by the Assembly of Connecticut, in only by a very slight swelling and redness. 
by the ear in music. Take the fifth, where the vibration 1783, for a clock to wind itself up by means of air, which ••••• 

numbers are as two to three. A person having a good ear was probably on the same plan as that patented by C. B. Neptune .thri,Most Distant Planet. 
will at once recognize, as discords, variations on either side Hoard, April 3, 1860, in which the warm air escaping from After a long �ontinued labor, M. Leverrier has at length, 
of the correct proportion. Yet the numbers of vibration of a room through a ventilating fan or windwheel wound up a with the theory of Neptune and Uranus, completed the 
the' red of the Fraunbofer line C, and those of the ultra- spring or weight. study of alJthe members of the solar, system. The_uthor's 
marine blue, a little on the other side of G, likewise bear the Several attempts have been made to drive clocks by the ex- chief object was to decide the' question whether there is an 
same ratio; but it is absolutely impOSSible, even -for the eye pansion and contraction of mercury or metallic rods caused ultra-Neptanian p!aJl,et, .. ;which mightlbe detected, as Neptune 
of the best colorist, to determine the exact point at which 

I 
by the variation of temperature between day and nigll.t. was, by the perturbations produced by it on planets already 

this proportion is reached. So the difference between the One was exhibited by Coxe in London, in 1827, driven by k,nown. The conclusion is negative; there is nothing indi 
octaves in colors is of extraordinary magnitude; while, in, the expansion of mercury, and the expansion of metallic rods i eating the existence of a body outside of Neptune 
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